An original method for distributed secondary control (DSC) using averaged feedback reward pinning (AFRP) is proposed to eliminate static error caused by droop controllers in a micorgrid (MG). The method uses local and global rewards to evaluate the frequency and voltage control effects, and it further optimizes the control performance by maximizing the global feedback reward. The AFRP can adaptively adjust the pinning values step-by-step and always converges in the direction that maximizes global feedback. Only certain parts of agents are pinned to the averaged feedback reward, and then all other existing agents converge along with the pinned agents through the neighboring communication coupling. In this way, the DSC can obtain a near-optimal solution, which asymptotically eliminates frequency deviations and optimally regulates voltages in consideration of power losses in the MG. The efficiency and superiority of the AFRP-based DSC are verified by discussion and analysis of the simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The microgrid (MG) is a network comprised of multiple distributed power sources and its related loads according to a certain topology structure [1] . Due to high permeability of distributed generators (DGs) and extensive control measures of energy storages (ESs), MGs' control and operation have encountered enormous challenges [2] . Appropriate control schemes of the MGs, such as the cooperative control scheme and the hierarchical control scheme, are beneficial to the MGs and promote the efficient use of renewable energy [3] - [5] .
As a feasible solution which is widely accepted in the MGs, the droop control that under peer-to-peer (P2P) mode can realize seamless mode transfer and implement local control in a fully decentralized way without communication, the corresponding applications of which have been investigated in many papers [6] , [7] . However, the droop control can hardly The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Salvatore Favuzza .
achieve an anticipative accurate load sharing and voltage regulation without communication. Furthermore, the accuracy of load distribution is also related to the line impedances and output impedances of distributed generations (DGs).
Hence, researchers have proposed many kinds of hierarchical control schemes composed of the primary control and the secondary control to handle aforementioned issues [8] . Among them, the distributed secondary control (DSC) of droop control attracts more attentions [9] , [10] , it is likely to be a big step forward on the basis of the traditional control schemes [11] , [12] . More specifically, the DSC can process data and make decisions in a distributed manner, and can adapt well to changes in communication topology, which is greatly suitable for the DGs' distributed functions [13] . In addition, it also adds immediately neighboring communication so as to achieve the special function of global coordination [9] , [14] .
The multi-agent system (MAS) is critical for implementing the DSC for droop controllers [15] , [16] . By converting the control process to synchronization tracking of consensus, the MAS-based DSC realized a distributed cooperative control and overcomes the steady state deviations. Recent studies are focused on the improvement to enhance the DSC and reduce the adverse characteristics of the droop control [17] . A novel method for implementing the DSC and sharing reactive power in droop-controlled MGs was showed in [18] . The issue that the DSC transforms the voltage control into a consensus synchronization using linearized output feedback was also introduced in [19] . A total summary of the latest research on droop-controlled DGs in DSC field can be obtained in [20] .
Except for the frequency deviation problem brought about by the droop control, there are still some problems in the voltage control. For example, ideally, if the MG is a purely inductive grid, all the voltages of DGs can be controlled to the rated value (1.0 p.u.) [19] . But this assumption only holds when the line resistance is equal to zero, in fact, the probability of occurrence in such a scene is very small. Another problem is about pinning control, an open-loop control way means the improvement for DSC. This method directly setting the pinning consensus value as the rated value (1.0 p.u.), which cannot be dynamically adjusted to adapt to the system state changes [21] , [22] .
To address above problems, a local feedback reward has been established to assess the control effects of a pinning control solution, which would be a possible and powerful improvement [23] . The averaged feedback reward pinning (AFRP) is inspired by the ARRL (Average reward reinforcement learning) [24] , [25] and pinning control, it pins optimally through a averaged feedback reward. Hence, a distinctive AFRP-based DSC is introduced, which enhances the advantages of distributed control using ARRL concept, and pins and regulates the voltages of DGs in a practical and distributed way. Based on the architecture of ARRL, the evaluation of the local reward and the adjustment of the AFRP as well as the ARRL-based DSC, the proposed control scheme is implemented. The following are the specific contributions: 1) Proposal of the averaged feedback reward to evaluate frequency recovery and voltage regulation and a distributed consensus scheme to force average-convergence of this reward. 2) Proposal of the AFRP to maximize the global feedback reward, which further explores the learning function of agents and uses feedback to adaptively adjust the pinning values. 3) Proposal of the AFRP-based DSC, which implements pinning control step by step based on the feedback rewards and achieves the near-optimal solutions of the DSC.
II. BACKGROUND
As the preliminary of the AFRP-based DSC, the secondary control structure of the droop-controlled MGs is firstly introduced in this section. Then, three fundamental concepts of implementing the proposed control approach, namely 1) ARRL to maximize the feedback rewards, 2) a consensus scheme to discover global rewards and 3) a pinning rule for a subset of agents are briefly reviewed below.
A. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL OF DROOP-CONTROLLED MGs
Herein, a typical hierarchical control consist of the droop control and its secondary control [9] is shown in figure 1 , which ensure MG's frequency and voltage stability. In the event of an accident, the primary controller acts to balance the power quickly, while the secondary controller sets the reference values to adjust the frequency and voltage amplitude to its specified specification and finally, the static errors are solved. The control process is shown as (1) and Fig. 1 .
where, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; we uses different superscripts (P and S) to distinguish primary and secondary control; for the i-th droop-controlled DG, P i is active power of the i-th DG, and Q i is the reactive power; while m P,i , n Q,i are the corresponding coefficients; f P n,i , U P n,i are the frequency and the voltage in the primary control; f S n,i , U S n,i are the values generated in the secondary control, and f S n,i , U S n,i are their changes.
B. THE CONSENSUS SCHEME TO DISCOVER GLOBAL REWARDS
A MG is typically considered as an MAS composed of multiple agents. Thus, compared with the traditional controls, the agents and MAS have the ability to self-manage and self-regulate, and can take measures to automatically adapt to changes in the surroundings. They can also interact with other subjects to provide more features and address VOLUME 7, 2019 the corresponding problems [10] , [12] , [21] . Considering the use of local communications and the complexity of power network, the consensus scheme to force average-convergence of the global reward is a key issue. For this reason, a global information discovery algorithm is designed based on it.
Assume that r i is the state variable (the local reward) of agent i. The average-consensus algorithm is dependent on local information of each agent to ensure that significant information is shared in a distributed manner, it is represented as:
where, k is the iteration number; r [k] i is local reward of the i-th agent in the k-th iteration; N i is the neighboring set of the i-th agent. w ij is the communication coupling between agents i and j, generally, when i and j are connected, w ij = 0; otherwise, w ij = 0, the value of which can be determined by
where, θ is a constant between 0 and 1, n i and n j are the numbers of agents near agents i and j.
Communication topology adaptability: It should be noted that, both n i and n j are the local information, they can adapt the communication topologies changes well. Depending on this, an agent will adjust its own coefficients according to system changes with immediate neighboring communication, such as plug-and-play operations of communication topology.
Stability verification:
Based on the verification above, the convergence of the average-consensus algorithm in (2) can be guaranteed when L < 0. Hence, the average-consensus algorithm is able to obtain global information, which is conducive to the stability of information sharing.
C. THE PINNING RULE FOR A SUBSET OF AGENTS
By combining the pinning rule [21] , [26] and the average consensus scheme together, the MAS will converge to the predefined anticipative values instead of the average values. Major advantages of the pinning rule include the following:
1) It can reach the anticipative values according to the predefinition of pinning consensus values taking into account features of frequency recovery and voltage regulation.
2) It only directly controls the pinned agents and pins other agents through the communication coupling to seek synchronization of predefined pinning consensus values.
3) It can adapt to uncertain communication changes by using the pinning rule and consensus scheme under the time-varying communication topologies. More specifically, the pinning rule of a subset of the agents are described as follows: (5) where, ρ * is the anticipative AFRP consensus value; (φ m ∈ ) is defined as the time-varying matrix combining with switching sequence to indicate uncertain communication topologies, the matrix here ( ) Thus, if the communication topology is not determined, we can combine the aforementioned average consensus algorithm with the pinning rule for the whole MG and describe as follows:
where, W (t) and D (t) respectively correspond to w ij,φm(t) and d i,φm(t) , which are adjusted to adapt to the adaptive and local changes of the communication topology, for both w ij,φm(t) and d i,φm(t) are based on local information, such as n i , n j and d i . The pinning process considering average reward feedback is shown in Fig.2 as follow:
Averaged feedback reward pinning.
Stability verification: The matrix W φ(t) is determined according to the communication topology, while the matrix D φ(t) is based on the selection and the number of the pinned agents. In order to make the pinning consensus stable enough, there are two issues worthy of attention: 1) the way to select the pinned agents and 2) the number of agents are pinned, and D (t) could then be determined. Consequently, W − D ⊗ I m < 0 and |E| = 0, L < 0 is yielded, which means the pinning-based consensus can be stable.
III. AVERAGE REWARD PINNING BASED DISTRIBUTED SECONDARY OPTIMAL CONTROL A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED AFRP-BASED DSC
According to the above protocol, each agent will converge to the average reward after implementing the AFRP, frequencies and voltages of DGs are controlled optimally. The anticipative Average-convergence of the global feedback rewards determines AFRP values. The anticipative frequency AFRP consensus value f * k can adjust the frequency of the droop-controlled DGs while the anticipative voltage AFRP consensus value U * k can regulate the voltages. Through the AFRP and the corresponding adjustments, each of DGs' frequencies will asymptotically reach the rated value after the consensus process. Hence, the voltages also can be suitably regulated among the DGs. By using the real time AFRP-based DSC, voltage will be regulated and frequency will be recovered in a near-optimal manner, and the secondary control will be terminated after the frequency recovers to the rated value. The proposed control structure is shown in Fig. 3 as follows:
According to Fig. 3 , each control step of the proposed solution is shown in detail as following:
Essentially, the proposed AFRP-based DSC described in Fig.4 and Tab. 1 recover the frequencies to the rated values and give an optimal control orientation for the voltages. Hence, taking account of its needs, the droop-controlled DGs in MG will converge to the anticipative predefined AFRP value rather than reach to a same value such as the previous scheme, especially avoiding the problem that voltages converge to 1.0 p.u. Additionally, for different communication topologies, the stability proof of the pinning-based consensus as in Section II.D ensures that the proposed DSC will adapt to the changes in the communication topology. 
B. DEFINITION Of LOCAL REWARD
Targets of the secondary control are restoring the frequency and making voltages regulation. In this way, the local reward that coordinating frequency recovery and voltage control is defined as follows
where, i is agent number, k is iteration number, the local reward r [k] i consists of two parts, frequency and voltage related local rewards, which are represented by r [k] i,f and r [k] i,u ; respectively; λ f , and λ u are the related coefficients adjusting sensitivities of frequency and voltage; f N , f [k] i and f [k] i respectively are the rated frequency, measured frequency and its deviation; U [k] i is the measured voltage; x ij is the reactance 
between i and j, and Q [k]
Loss,ij is its corresponding reactive power loss.
C. THE AFRP-BASED DSC
According to (2) described in Section II.B, the global reward R [k] with the ability of assessing the control effort is described as follows:
where
u are global rewards concerning frequency and voltage, which are the sum of all the local frequency and voltage rewards.
According to the above two rewards, the AFRP can be converted into an optimal problem to maximize the following function defined by
Here, the frequency and voltage control are considered respectively, with regard to above (9) and (10), it is obvious to see that both
u will reach its associated maximum value when | f [k] i | become to zero and the reactive power losses reach to a new average state [27] . Hence, Fig. 3 shows the optimization process of the AFRP-based DSC. Note that, the main target of the proposed DSC is to optimize the control performance through the feedback rewards and find a near-optimal solution based on AFRP instead of seeking the optimal solution. That is, the proposed DSC will be adjusted every t time when each feedback local reward converges to a common value.
The AFRP-based DSC shown in Fig. 3 also consists of two different time scales parts: 1) the local rewards calculation and the global rewards discovery in the time scale k; 2) the updating of the AFRP consensus values ρ * (t) and
corresponding DSC in a time scale t. Hence, the global information (i.e. R [k] f , R [k] u and N ) are discovered according to the distributed consensus method in Section II.B, and the AFRP value of the global reward can then be predefined as follows: 11) where, N is the total number of agents during the DSC. At the time t, the AFRP consensus value ρ * (t),f ρ * (t),u are adaptively adjusted based on the averaging feedback global values.
The process of the AFRP-based DSC is shown as follows
According to (12) , the frequency and voltage of the droopcontrolled DGs will be controlled based on the AFRP. More importantly, the AFRP consensus values will be updated every t time according to the feedback from the MG to asymptotically approximate to the optimal solution. The corresponding adjustments of the DGs are accomplished as
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation system is developed for the aim of verifying the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed control solution. Fig. 4 is the simulation diagram of the MG system structure and the communication links.
A. CASE A: PROPOSED SCHEME DURING ISLANDING OPERATION
Initially, the frequency f N reaches the rated value of 50H Z , and all DGs are set to droop control mode, while the secondary control of DGs is controlled by the proposed scheme. In this case scenario, we select the agent 3 (A 3 ) as the pinned agent and use (11) to calculate the AFRP after the k-th iteration. A detailed description of the entire control process, average compensation pinning, control efforts are shown below.
Here, λ f = 0.04, λ u = 6, ε = 0.0001. The feedback parameters collected during the proposed DSC are shown in Tab. 2:
1) AVERAGE CONVERGENCES OF THE FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE REWARDS
Throughout the control periods, the global rewards from (9) plays a critical role. It serves as feedback to assess the performance of the control solution and presets AFRP values for the next control cycle. In this way, AFRP method quickly implements the corresponding DSC by adjusting average reward values when the islanding operation is over, and the convergence changes of R [k] f and R [k] u are described in Fig. 5(a) and (b). 2) AFRP-BASED DSC By following control steps illustrated in Tab. 1, the proposed AFRP-based DSC tracks synchronization of the pinned agents so as to control the frequency and voltage of each DG. It seeks AFRP consensus according to (12) and adjusts the consensus values according to the feedback every 0.1 s as in (13) . Both figure 5(c) and (d) detail the frequency and voltage control responses. Each of DGs' frequencies l asymptotically converges to the rated value after the DSC, the frequency derivations are all eliminated, as indicated in Fig. 5(c) .
Comparing with the pinning-based DSC in [21] , the proposed DSC uses rewards feedback to evaluate the performances of frequency recovery and voltage control, and solves the ARRL-based optimization step by step based on the adjustments of the predefined AFRP values. Moreover, the voltages of the DGs are regulated according to the voltage reward feedback described in Fig. 5(b) , instead of controlling each voltage to 1.0 p.u. Actually, the proposed DSC gives an optimal control orientation for the voltages, reducing the reactive power losses by decreasing the voltage derivation between the DGs, so that the entire voltage distribution of the MG is improved through the proposed control.
3) COMMUNICATION LATENCY ANALYSIS
The communication latency com is a critical factor that needs to be considered for online control of the MG, which is elucidated by function [12] as follow: com = n bit V com * (n e * n P ) * n I (14) Among them, n bit represents the number of bits of matrix elements, n P represents the number of elements in the matrix; n e is information exchange times; n I represents the number of iterations. Here, n bit = 16 bit, n p = 8 bit, n e = 4. As for V com , it indicates the data communication speed, whose unit is bits/second. Tab. 3 shows the evaluation and comparison results of communication latencies under different communication mode: The data in Tab. 3 indicates that too small communication latencies will have little influence on the real-time control. Even when the communication speed is 1 Mb/s, the latencies are acceptable for the actual online DSC in MG.
B. CASE B: PROPOSED SCHEME DURING ISLANDED OPERATION WITH COMMUNICATION CHANGES
In this case, the communication topology will change as described in Fig. 6 , which shows that an extra DG and its corresponding agent, known as DG 6 and agent 6 (A 6 ), plug into the MG at t = 1 s. Due to the changes shown in Fig. 6 , the predefined constants (N ) are firstly adjusted as (11) , and the communication coupling matrix (W φ(t) ) is updated as (3) . Based on the preset AFRP values, DGs are synchronously tracked in a distributed manner by changing communication coupling, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) . When the predefined AFRP consensus is reached, autonomous MG transitions to a new equilibrium point, at which time the frequency converges to the rated value, as shown in Fig. 7(c) . In the process of plug in operation, the voltages are regulated on the basis of the AFRP values and adjusted based on the rewards feedback. The voltages obtain their associated values and transitions to a new state, reducing the reactive power losses at last on account of the decreased voltage derivation between the DGs, as seen in Fig. 7(d) .
C. CASE C: PROPOSED SCHEME WITH COMMUNICATION LOSS
This case validates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme more convincingly through the simulation analysis of communication signal loss scenario. The whole process of communication signal loss between A3 and A4, which starts at t = 1 s and ends at t = 1.05 s. An active overload occurs to the autonomous MG at t = 1 s, and the following simulation results will be described in Fig. 9 .
All of the communication signals of the DG agents are described in Fig. 8 . The proposed control is set to act at t = 1.0 s, but the signal of A 4 remainsat0 due to the communication loss, which makes A 4 unable to exchange information. Thus, the signal of A 4 recovers to 1 after 1.05 s as a result of the end to the communication loss. All agents then share information and implement the proposed control.
Meanwhile, the convergence processes between 1.0 s and 1.05 s, shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , also indicate that the information exchanging fault brought about by communication loss, seriously affects the convergence performance of the above-mentioned control scheme. In addition, as shown in Fig. 9 , both the figure about active power outputs and the figure about indicated that, the above-mentioned control scheme is affected due to the communication loss during the period of 1s to 1.05 s and gets an opportune recovery at the end of the communication failure after 1.05 s. Generally speaking, the communication is critical for the entire control even only neighboring communication is needed, because both the global feedback rewards discovery and the DSC rest on the distributed communication. Thus, a communication loss will affect a lot the proposed general DSC, the global information cannot be obtained especially when an agent is isolated from the MAS, so the topology changes introduced previously are supposed to keep the communication graph connected. In that way, the communication loss only affects the convergence time, so when the communication loss time is relatively short, the whole implementation can be guaranteed, as shown in Fig.9 . In addition, when the communication loss time is long, it can be regarded as a change in the topology of the communicator, as stated in Section II.C.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the idea of feedback, pinning control and AFRP, this study proposes a novel DSC scheme, which aims for the DSC in droop-controlled DGs. While the global reward is used as a feedback and synchronization is tracked through AFRP, the AFRP-based DSC can realize a frequency and voltage coordination of the droop controllers in a distributed way. Typical simulation cases which include islanding and islanded operations, and plug-in operation, as well as the communication latency and loss, fully proved that the above-mentioned DSC scheme can substantially improve effectiveness and superiority.
This new AFRP-based DSC uses a comprehensive global reward as a feedback, which can not only enhance the performance of DSC, but also coordinates multiple control objectives. It could be a feasible solution for many multi-objective control problems and worth further study to increase applicability.
